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ABSTRACT 

A queueing model for 
packet network with 

a virtual circuit in a 
end-to-end window flow 

control presented. First we examine the steady 
state balance equations, and the solutions of 
the equations for some special cases are given. 
These solutions suggest product form 
approximation in the general case, and 
a~proximative formulas for end-to-end 
performance are derived. Some numerical examples 
are also presented to test the approximation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to study the 
performance of ~ virtual circuit in a packet 
network with end-to-end window flow control. A 
virtual circuit with end-to-end window flow 
control operates by limiting the numbers of 
packets (from the virtual circuit) in transit 
within . the network. The maximum number of 
packets wit-hin a virtual circuit is called the 
window size. 

In this paper we examine a simplified protocol 
described by: 

A. A packet arriving at a VC when the 
window is full, (ie when the number of 
packets in the VC have reached the window 
size) is placed in an external queue 
(window queue). The first time the number 
of packets get less then the window size, a 
packet is removed from the window queue and 
transmitted over the circuit. 

~. A packet arriving at a VC when the 
number of packets are less then the window 
size is transmitted immediately. 

Shortly we can say that an end - to - end window 
mecanism removes possible bottlenecks from the 
transport network to the outstanding window 
queue. Therefore an important portion of the 
total delay for a packet is the waiting times in 
the wndow queue. Also the maximum input rate of 
packets to a VC is reached when the mean waiting 
time in the window queue approaches infinity. 

In the litterature packet networks usually are 
modelled as 

(i) 

(ii) 
open queueing networks 
closed queueing networks [1] [2] 

For networks without flow control the open 
queueing model is applied. However, for networks 
with end - to-end window flow control the closed 
queueing model can only give the limit 
performance of the VCs. (To use a closed model 
one has to assume that each VC is full, ie the 
number of packets in transit have reached the 
window size). Recently Dao [3] has given some 
approximative formulas for the mean delay in a 
packet network with end - to-end flow control. His 
analysis is based on the idea that a VC may be 
viewed as a multiserver queue where the window 
size is the number of servers. However, the 
exactness of the formulas derived is not 
properly discussed. 

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 
we analyse a single VC modelled as a series of 
queues with a window queue in front to handle 
packets arriving at the circuit when the window 
is full. Finally we examine some numerical 
examples in section 3. 

2. ANALYSIS OF A QUEUEING NETWORK FOR A SINGLE 
VIRTUAL CIRCUIT 

2.' Description of the queueing model 

In this section we analyse a single VC modelled 
as a series of queues 0" ... ,QN with a .window 
queue Q in front handle packets arr1v1ng the 
circuit ~hen the window is full. (See fig 1.) 

OB Q, ON 

~::JIII] -I =rrm D - .... -::JIII] D-

1 ~1 ~N 

.------ window size L • 

Fig '.1 The queueing model of a single VC. 

Let us now state precisely the assumptions: 
Consider a queueing system consisting of N singl e 
server queues Q, .... , ON . The dynamic in the 
system is described by: 
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An arriving packet Icustomer) joins Cl 
immedeately if the number of packets 
(customers) present in the system are less 
than the window size L. 

An arr1v1ng packet Icustomer) J01ns the 
window queue CB if the number of packets 
(customers) present have reached the window 
size L. 

When a packet Icustomer) leaves the 
system (ie C

N 
) a packet (customer) in the 

window queue CB lif there are any) 
immediatly joins queue C, 

Further we assume packets Icustomers) to 
arrive at the system according to a Poisson 
process with rate A. and the service times 
i~ C, ~ .... CN " are independent . neg.exp. 
d1str1buted w1th parameter ~r.r=l ..... N. 

2.2 Analysis of the steady state balance 
equations. 

For the queueing system above we define the 
stochastic variable: 

M -
B 

the number of packets (customers) in 
the window queue CB 

M -
r 

the number of packets (customers) 
queue Cr' r=' ....• N 

in 

(M B .M, ..... MN ) 
Markov process 
probabilities 

will be a multi dimentional 
and we define the steady state 

p(i.jl = P(MB=i.M=jl where 

Let us also define the sets: 

and 
Alk)= {j; j,+ ... +jN=k} 

Blk)= {j; j,+ ... +jN'k} 

(Obvious B(k)=A(O)U ... UA(k). 1 

To get the balance equations on compact form we 
also define the ~pera~ors T1k.T.k.T l . acting on 
the state vector J = (J, •...• JNI: 

T1kj {(~l' . . . '~l-l' ... '~k+l' ... '~NI if l<k 
IJ, •.... J k+,.··· .J l -l ....• I N) if l>k 

Tl.j (j,·····jl-'····.jN) 

T .k j (j, .... ·jk+'···· .jN 1 

Hence the steady state balance equations reads: 

~ -1 
{1+ [,6 " Q }pIO.j)=6 " pIO.T j) + 

r= J r r J, 1. 

N- ' -, -1 
[,6 " Q p(O.T 1 j)+QN p(O.T Nj ) r= J r + 1 r r+ r . 

jeB(L-'1 

(i) 

{,+ ~,6 " o-'}pIO.j)= 6" pIO.T, jl + 
r- J r r J,. jeA(L) 

N[16" n-'p(O.T J")+Jt. -1 I' T "I (1"1" 1 r=l J ~r r+lr u " ON P • 'N J 
r+l J 1 

{,+ ~16 " o-'}pli.j)= p(i-'.jl + 
r= J r r i>O. 

jeAILI 

12. , ) 

N-l -, , 
[1 6 . 0 pli.T 1 j)+6 " 0N- pli+l.T'N jl 

r= J r +, r r+ r J, 
(Hi) 

where 

and 

• r= 1 ••••• N 

jr=O 

jr>O 

The solution of (2.1) cannot be found by using 
the well known technique of partial balance 
equations [4]. and therefor the solution cannot 
be of product form. The equations (2.1)liil and 
(iii) can be combined by introducing the 
generating function 

.jeAIL) 

giving for jeAIL) 

~ -, N-l -1 
{'-x+ [,6 . 0 }Plx.j)- [ 6 " 0 P(x.T jl-

r= J r r r=' J r +1 r r+lr (2.2) 

-, -1 " " -1-1 
6

J
" ON x P(X.T'NJ1=6 " {P(O.T, JI-g x p(O.T jl} 
1 " J 1 • N IN 

(2.21 is a linear system of equations and 
determine P(x.j) uniquely in term of the right 
hand side. Together with (2.,I(i) and thelufual 
demand that P(x.j) is analytic inside x <'. 
determine P(x.jl. jeA(Ll and p(O.j). jeB(L-'1 up 
to a constant. and the constant is of course 
found by the fact that the probabilities sum 
unity ie. 

In the general case it seems difficult to solve 
(2.2) explicitly. However since we primarily are 
interested in the moments of MB .we therefore 
suggest a Taylor serie of P(x.j) about x=l. 

. 'l! k . k . ( ) 
P(x.J)=k~OP (J) (x-l) JeA L 

Inserting in (2.2) and collecting equal potens 

of (x-l) give the following equations for pk(j). 
k= 0.1 . . .. : 

( i) O{p
O

lj)}:6
j, 

{P(O.T,.j)-Q~lp(O.T,Nj)} 
(2.3) 

O{pk( ")}=p k- 1 ( ' )+(_l)k/5 -l{k[l(_l)npn(T . )- (0 T ")} 
J J j ON n = 0 1 N JP. 1 N J 

1 
(ii) 

3.4A-4-2 
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Whe r e D{} is the "closed chai n ' operator given 
by 

Let us examine the equations (2 , 3) somewhat 

closer. If P~(j) satisfy (2.3). then we can add 
j j 

a closed chain solution c
kQ 11 ... QNN where c

k 
is arbit r ary. Hence the general solution of 
(2.3) must be of the form: 

where c
k 

is an arbitrary constant. However the 

sum of the c l osed chain operat or is zero for 
arbitrary P(j) ie. jt~(L)D{P(j)}=O . So summing 

the equation (2.3)(ii) gives an extra equation 
to determine the c

k
: 

(2. 4) 

jtI(L){pO(j)-6j1Q~1pO(T1Nj)}=-6j1Q~1jtk(L)P(0.T1Nj) 
(i) 

and for k=1.2 ... 

jtI(L){pk(j)-6j1Q~1pk(T1Nj)}= 
k -1 k-1 n n _ _ (ii) 

(-1) 6
j1

QN jtI(L){ n~0(-1) P (T 1NJ)-P(0.T 1NJ)} 

From (2.3) and (2.6) we can determine pk(j) 
successively starting with k=O ((2.3)(i) and 
(2.6)(i)). In the general case it seems 

difficult to get explicit expressions for pk(k). 
In the next section we apply the methods 
describ e l above on the special case L=1 and L=2. 
N=2 • but first we examine the consequences of 

summing the equations (2.3) (i) for pO(j). The 
"extra" equation for p(O.j) is 

However if we sum 
k = 1 . 2 •.... L - 1 we get 

(2.1) (i) over 

~(k) = ~(k-1) • k=1.2 •...• L-1 

jtA( k) . 

-1 
and since p(O.O •...• O)=QN p(O.O •.... 1) we have 

~(O)=O and therefore ~(k)=O. k=0.1 ....• L-1. 

Therefore will a solution of (2.1)(il also 
satisfy (2.7). so the "extra" equation is 
dependant of -the equations (2.1)(i) and gives no 
"extra" information about p(O.j). jtA(L-1). 

2.3 The case L=1 

In this special case the equations (2.2) is easy 
to solve explicitly. and the result is: 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

P(x.O ....• jr=1 •.... 0)= (2.8) 
-1 -1 -1 -1 

1 Q1 .. ·Qr_1(1-X+ Qr +1 )·· .(1-X+ QN ) 

p(O.O ....• 0) (1- x) -1 -1 Q-1 ... o~1 
(1-X~Q1 I ... (1-X+ QN )- -1~ 

Taking the limit x~ 1 gives 

P( 1. 0 ....• j =1 •.... 0) =-1 -(-Qr---1P(0. 0 •.... 0) 
r - Q1+ .. ·+QN 

and normalization gives p(O.O •... ,OI=1-(Q1+" .+QN)' 
Summing over the states jtA(l) gives the 
z-transform for the numbers in the window queue: 

(2.9) 

-1 -1 
(1-X+ Q1

)·· .(l-X+ QN 
) 

={1-(Q1+' ·+QN)}(l- ~)----------~--------~----1--------1 
-1 -1 Q Q 

(1-X+ Q1 
) ... (l-X+QN )- -1~ 

which is Pollaczek - Khinchine formula for the 
number in a M/G/1-queue 

2.4 The case N=2, L=2 

The case N=2, L=2 represents the simplest "non 
trivial" case. By this example we demonstrate 
the last method described in section 2.3, and 
also we might hope that this example may suggest 
approximative solutions for the general Land N 

Let us denote PO the probability that the system 

is emty (ie. PO= p(O,O,O)). From (2.1)(i) and 

(ii) we solve for P(O,j1 ,j2): 

Hence the solution for p(O,j) for jtB(L-1) can 
not be of product form for general Land N. A 
particular solution of (2.3)(i) is: 

3 
--Q1.R.2--
Q1+ Q2+ 2Q 1Q2 

4 
---P2--
Q1+ Q2+ 2Q 1Q2 

(2.10 ) 

(2.11 ) 

3.4A4-3 
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The equation (2.6)(i) determines Co to be 
2 

--_Q2--
Q1+ Q2+ 2Q 1Q2 

where 

2 2 
5

0
=1 , 5

1
= Q1+ °2 ,52= Q1 + Q1 Q2+ Q2 

The final result for p
O

(j1,j2) reads: 

po (1,1) = Po _51_ Q Q 
51- 52 1 2 

Po is found so that 

. r . 2PO (jl. j 2) + . ~ . '1 P(O,j1,j2)=1 
)1+)2= )1 )2 

giving 

(2.12 ) 

A 
max 

-1 -1 
~' 1 + ~ 2 

Hence we get the closed chain throughput 
A ~ Amax ' as we expected. 

when 

We close this section by e'xamine the magnitude 
of £ defined in (2.14)(iv). First we obserye 
that £ ~ 0 when (Q1 ,Q2) ~ (0,0) and (Q1,Q2 J ~ 

(Q1max,Q2max) 

value £ is 
max 

A 
max 
lJ i 

, i=1,2 ) and the maximum 

£ 0.0086 
max 

On the other 
probabilities 
solution ie . 

hand if we 
P(O,j1,j2) 

approximate the 
by a product 

(2.1.6 ) 

.! .! 
p = __ 5

2 
___ 5

1
- (2.13 ) P(O,jl,j2) = Po Q~l Q~2 ,j1+ j2' 2 (2.17) 

In a 
from 
number 

o 2.2 _ 2.1 
52 51 

s + o 
s + 5 + o 1 

quite similar way we determine 
(2.3)(iil and (2.6)(ii), and for 

in the window queue Q
B 

we get: 

1 . . 
j fj =2 P ()l,J 2 ) 

1 2 

For the mean number in Ql and Q2 we also get 

(i) 

E[M] P {Q + -_s1-(2Q 2+ Q1 Q2)} - £ (ii) 
1 = 0 1 sl- s2 1 

(2.14 ) 

E[M) p {Q + _sl-(2Q 2+ Q1 Q2)} 
2 = 0 2 sl- 52 2 

(iii) 

and the probability that the window is full PL: 

and £ is defined to be 

2 
~lg2-'-)--

£ = Po Ql+ Q2+ 2Q
1

Q
2 

£ (iv) 

(v) 

The maximum throughput for the system is found 
when E[MBl ~ or PL ~ 1 ie. when 

s 1 = s2 

solving for Amax we get 

we get (2.14) with £ = 0 , so the magnitude of £ 
describes the distinction between the exact 
solution and a approximative one by assuming 
product form solution for p(O,j) , j£B(L-l). 
Since 0 ( £ , 0.0086 the two solutions are 
almost indistinguishable from a practial point 
of view. Encouraged by this observation we apply 
the product approximation for general Land N. 

2.5 Product approximation for general Land N 

We assume that p(O,j) can be approximated by: 

p(O,j) = Po 
j j 

Q1l ... QNN for j£B(L) 

So (2.3) (i) becomes O{pO(j)} 0 giving 

pO(j) = Co 
j j 

Ql 1 ... QNN for j£A (Ll 

Let us also define the sums: 

sL= sL(Pl'··· ,QN) = j£a(L) Q~l ... Q~N 
Then (2.6)(il gives 

sL-l 

and Po is determined so that 

r o . 
j£A(L~ (J) + j£BfL-1)P(O,j) giving 

sL sL_l 

ktO 
p = 

\ -~ 
S = sk 0 L 

sL sL_l 
From (2.19) we get the probability that the 
window is full, PL: 

p = 
L 

3.4A-4-4 

(2.18 ) 

(2.19 ) 

(2.20 ) 

(2.21) 

(2.22 ) 
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The mean number 
is found by: 

in the queues Q • r= 1 ..... N 
r 

E[M ) 1: j pO(jl + 1: j p(O.jl 
r = j£A(LI r j£BTL-11 r 

1 } • r= 1 ••••• N 

where d~rl. r=l ..... N . is the sum 

(r 1 (r I j j 
d - d n n 1 - 1: J" n 11 ... nNN L - L ~1"" '~N -j£A(LI r ~ ~ 

To get the mean number in the window queue Q
B 

we must solve for p1(jl. For k=l and using the 
product approximation (2.'81. the equations for 

p1(j) . (2.3)(iil and (2.6)(ii) are: 

O{p1(j)}= (i) 

PO j j J 1- 1nj 2 j 
s {sL_1 Q,1 .. ·QNN - 6" sL Q1 ~2 .. ·QNN} 

sL_1- L J, 

(2.231 

(2.241 

(2.25 ) 

(ii) 

So the general solution of (2.15) (i) is 

p1(j"j2) = C 1
Q;1 Q~2 + P~(jl,j2) 

From (2.251 (ii) we determine cl: 

(2.26 ) 

Po 
c = 2 {sL _ l s L+ sL(bL-bL_,I-sL _l(bL+,-bL'} 

1 (s - s ) 
L L-l (2.27) 

1: J"l J"2 nJ," 1 nJ
2
"2 j +j =L ~ ~ 

1 2 

Hence we get: " 

The sum b
L 

can also be written 

b
L

= ~ ( L2sL- dd~l l_dd~2)) 

where dd (r)= r J" 2 n j , nj2 r-l 2 
L jl~j2=L r ~1 ~2 . -. 

For general L we let 
1 2 ~ dd(r) 

bL= 2 L sL - r~l L 
and 

We must emphasize that (2.28) only is derived 
for N=2, and therefore we regard the 
generalisation (2.29) and (2.30) as an 
approximation. The maximum throughput for the 
system is reached when PL" 1 • ie. if A max is 

(2.28 ) 

(2.291 

( 2.30) 

the solution of the equation 

sL-l(Ql····· QN) = sL(Ql····· QN) 
giving 

A 
max 

-1 -1 
sL-1(~1 •... '~N ) 

-1 -1 
sL(~l .... '~N ) 

Which is the 
network. When A 

throughput in a N-node cyclic 
A (2.23) gives: 

max 

d (r) " 
E[M ) = --L- and 

r sL 

We therefore conclude 
approximation gives the 
solution when A .. A max 

that 
correct 

the product 
closed chain 

We close this section by listing the formulas 
for the mean values derived. (The mean queueing 
times follows directly from Littles formula. 1 

E[M ) 
r 

HMS) 

where 

and 

and the 

PL 
{ 

s -
L sL_l 

p = L \ 
sL 

E[M ) 
~ r-

sL+ 2b L-

SL_l 
----

sL_l 

2 -

sL_1 bL+l 

sL 

b = 
L 2 L sL ~ 

r=l 
dd(rl 

L 

sums sL' \. d (r) d 
L an 

dd(r) 
L 

(r) I " Q
j

l 
j 

dL =j£ (L)J r 1 ... QNN 

(r) "2 Q
j

l 
j 

dd L =j£I(L)J r 1 ... QNN 

r= 1 •••.• N 

) } 

sL b
L

_
1 

sL-l 

) 

r= 1, ...• N 

In Appendix A we derive some recursion formulas 
for the sums in (2.34), and from these formulas 

S . d(r)and dd(r)are easily computed. The 
sL' L L L 

time required is the same as for a closed ~hain 
with the corresponding Nand L. 

2.6 The accuracy of the approximations for N=2 

In section 2.4 we examined the difference 
between the exact and approximative formulas £ 
and we found £ " =0.0066 for L=N=2 . For small L 
and N the balaW~~ equations (2.1) are easy to 
solve numerically. We have solved (2.1) using 
Gauss-Seidels method (5) for N=2 and L=3.4.5 and 
computed the differance between "the exact and 
the approximative formulas in section 2.5 . Let 

3.4A-4-5 

(2.311 

(2.32 ) 

(2.331 

(2.34 ) 

(2.351 
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E[Ml=E[M
1

1+E[M
2

1, and denote eB=E[MBl
ex

- E[MBl
ap 

and e=E[Ml ex - E[Ml ap the difference between the 
exact and approximative mean values. In Table 
2.1 the result is given. It seems that 
approximatly 

max(e) 
L 

0.005 

We therefore conclude that the accuracy of the 
approximative formulas seems to be very close to 
the exact values, and from a practical point of 
view they are indistinguishable. 

3 

Table 2.1 The maximum difference between 
the exact and the approximative mean values 
for N=2 and L=2,3,4,5. 

L max(e ) max(e) 
B 

2 0.0086 0.0086 

3 0.014 0.015 

4 0.018 0.020 

5 0.022 0.025 

SOME NUMERICAL RESULTS 

Below two test networks A (N=2), ' B (N=5) are 
given. As for the case N=2 ,L=2 the maximum 
difference between exact and approximative 
solutions occurs when all the service times have 
equal means. 

N=2 

A: ~ JTII] -JTII] D -::IIDJ D-
~1 ~2 

N= .5 

(2.35 ) 

B: ~JTII]-JTII] D-···-JTII] D- ' 
~1 ~5 

Fig 3.1 The test networks studied. The 
arrival streams are assumed to be 
Poissoian, and the service times are 
independent identically neg.exp. 
distributed so that the delay for zero load 
is unity. 

For case A we present both exact , and 
approximative calculations (Fig 3.21. For w~n~ow 
size L=2 the exact results is given in sect~on 
2.4 and for L=3.4,6 the exact ~urves are 
obtained by solving the balance equat~ons (2.11 
iterativ~. As pointed out in secti~n 2:6 t~e 
error introduced by the product approx~ma~~on.~s 
neglectable for N=2. The product approx~mat~on 
gives a little to high values for W1 (Flg 3.2 

(ill, for W2 
(Fig 3.2 (H», 

the 

and 

results are almost identical 

the values ' are 

little below the exact ones (Fig 3.2 (iiill. For 

the total delay wT the errors in W1 and WB 
cancel (Fig 3.2 (iv». 

In Fig 3.3 the total delay wT for case B (N=5) 
is given by using the formulas (2.33)-(2.35). 
Because ' of the increase in the number of 
equations (to solve numerically), we have tested 
the approximations by simulations, and runs are 
carried out for the loads· equal 0.1, 0.5, 0.15 
and ' O.9 of the maximal throughput. , 

The agreement between the simulated values and 
the calculated curves is quite well. However the 
difference is not neglectable as for case A 
(N=2). Nevertheless we conclude that the 
approximative formulas (2.33)-(2.35) describe 
end-to-end performance of a VC with sufficient 
·accuracy. 

Fig 3.2 (v) and Fig 3.3 illustrate that the 
end-to-end performance of a single VC strongly 
depend .s on: 

(i) - the window size L 

(ii)- the numbers of nodes a VC passes 
through N 

We see tha~ the window size will limit the 
throughput strongly (Fig 3.2 (iv) and Fig 3.3), 
and the dependence of the (of window size) will 
increase with the numbers of nodes N. 

4 REMARK 

The result for a single VC may be extended to 
cover networks with many active VCs. The main 
assumtion (approximation) is: 

- When considering a fixed VC we 
the other VCs as open (ie. 
window flow control limitations). 

assume 
without 

By redefinting the service times one can use the 
formulas for a single VC. 
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APPENDIX A 

For the sums (2.35 I 

we get the following recursion formulas: 

d (rl= (d(rl I 
L Qr L- 1 + sL_1 (A1 I 

w, 

4,0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

L . , l·2 l<3 L.4 l:O 

(0 

(A2 ) 

(A3) 

and 

(A4 ) 

wT 

5.0 

-1.0 

Fig 3.2 
The mean queueing time in queue Q1,W

1 
-(i) 

The mean queueing time in queue Q2,W
2 

-(ii) 
The mean waiting time in the window queue QB ,WB-liii) 

The total mean delay WT-liv) 
for network A with window size L=1 ,2,3,4,6. 
The curves marked ·app· is the 
approximative ones based on the product 
approximation in section 2.5. 

wT 

&0 

3.4A-4-7 

~.O 

Fig 3.3 The mean total delay wT 
for the 

network B with window size L=1 ,2,3,4,6. 
The simulated values are marked 
0- L=1,l1- L=2,+ - L=3,)(- L=4, and<)- L=6. 


